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Net Gurrent Effects on the HINT Computation
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Abstract
A revised scheme of the HINT computation for calculating stellarator equilibria with a net toroidal

current is presented. To check the validity of the scheme, it is applied to LHD equilibria with a net cur-

rent.
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1. lntroduction
The HINT computation is developed to study

three dimensional MHD equilibria in toroidal helical

systems. This calculation is based on the time-depend-

ent relaxation technique using small values of resistivity

and viscosity, which was developed by Park et al. lll.
The original HINT code was proposed in Ref.[2]. First

targets of the computational study were finite beta stel-

larator equilibria with no net current. It was founded on

fact that stellarators have the possibility of net current-
free steady operation. One of important advantages of
the HINT computation is that it does not need to as-

sume existence of nested flux surfaces in equilibria.
Thus, the HINT code enabled us to investigate quanti-

tatively 1) the deterioration of magnetic surfaces and 2)

the formation and self-healing of magnetic islands in
the finite beta plasma (Refs.[3, 4]).

In the original HINT code we assume that no net

current exists, and we cannot study effects of net cur-
rent on stellarator equilibria. Here, the net current

means the Ohmic current, the bootstrap current, andl
or the Ohkawa current. The net current can change

drastically the rotational transform, and maybe it affects

the magnetic surface breaking and the formation/self-
healing of magnetic islands. Thus, next target should be

investigation of effects of net current. The HINT com-
putation has a potential to overcome this trial. To apply

Fig. 1 Directions of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic
field.

the HINT computational method to equilibria with a

net current, we need to revise this computation.

2. Relaxation Equations
We find MHD equilibria starting from an arbitrary

nonequilibrium initial plasma and field configuration by
means of a time-dependent relaxation method with
small values of resistivity ? and viscosity v. Calculations

are performed in the following two steps. The first step

is the relaxation process of pressure along field lines.
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Fig' 2 Poincar6 plots of field lines at the toroidar angre 6 = 0 for LHD equiribria with po = 1.4o/o anda) currenfless, b) J"", = -50
lkAl, c) J"" = +50 [kA].

Fig.3 The pressure and the current at the toroidal angle ( = 0 for LHD equilibria with pe = 1.4o/o and a) currentless, b) J"", =
-50 [kA], c)J"o = +50 [kAl.
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Fig.4 Profiles of the rotational
c) /n", = +50 [kA].
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The relaxation of pressure is expected to be so slow as

compared to other relaxation processes' To speed up

the relaxation. we solve the artificial sound wave equa-

tion under a fixed magnetic field until B'V p: 0 is sat-

isfied.

0o
fi: n-vu", (1)

0u"

H: u.ro (Bfixed), (2)

where o. is the artificial sound wave velocity. The sec-

ond step is the relaxation process of magnetic field

under a fixed pressure frofile.

0up^#:-vP+ix Br vY2a, (3)

d6Y: -v x E:v x (u x B- rti), (4)
cJt

poj:YxB (Pfixed). (5)

The Equation (3) gives the equilibrium condition j x B
: Vp, when both the time variation of momentum (the

left-hand-side) and the viscosity term are zero. In the

steady state, Eq.(a) is reduced to the Ohm's law;

uX B- ri:-E:V[, (6)

where / is a scalar potential. If the scalar potential is a

single-valued function, we have

<E' B> - - <vO 'B) : 0 : rt<i 'B), (7)

where ( ) means the flux surface average. Thus, we ob-

tain stellarator equilibria without a net current.

Next, we consider stellarator equilibria with a net

current. The scalar potential / is a multi-valued func-

tion, and we have

tt<j'B):-<v0'B)+0. (8)

To satisfy <E 'B) : 0, we should revise Eq.(4) as fol-
lows.

P:-vxt
dt

:v x (," u -,lt-'1#)), (e)

where

("1 'B)*,: (j'B)or'-,"

* (i 'B)oooo,'"p * (; 'B)on*"*u' (10)

This equation means any current except the Ohmic, the

bootstrap, and the Ohkawa currents is decreased by re-

sistivity. Thus, in the steady state, we can obtain stellar-

ator equilibria with a net current;

<E 'B>:0: ,t{U 'B> - <i'B),",}. (11)

3. Conclusion
We apply our new scheme to LHD equilibria and

solve the modified relaxation equations which we pro-

posed above. To check the new scheme, we use the fol-

lowing artificial current. We assume that the net current

is proportional to the pressure profile;

(i'B)".,/<R) n p, (r2)

where the pressure p is calculated as p "t (1 -
,lrlrlr"ur)" for the case of currentless. And we choose

values of the total net current "In", 
as follows.

f"", : /OS''J"o 
: + 50 tkAl . (13)

Directions of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field

are shown in Fig.l, where Bt is the toroidal field (At :
a[T] at the magnetic axis) and B. is the poloidal field.

If we add -50 [kA] of the net current into equilibria,

the poloidal magnetic field is increased by the net cur-

rent. It means that the rotational transform t is in-

creased. While, if we add +50 [kA] of the net current,

t is decreased. As shown in Figs. 2-4, we have results

of the modified HINT computation. In Fig.4, we can

see that t is changed by adding the net current. Error of
force balance R, in calculations is less than 10-s, thus

the new computational method is conectly working,

where R. is defined as

D _ larlvp-ixB)'^'-@' (14)

We are planning to calculate equilibria with the boot-

strap current and the Ohkawa current.
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